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Welcome from the
New Headmaster
The appointment of a new Headmaster
can be both an exciting and an unsettling
time for a School. This is never more
the case than when a long serving
Headmaster retires. Therefore, I should
like to begin by reassuring the School
community that there shall be no deviation
from the core values of Westcliff. Across
two stints, it has been my great pleasure
to have spent over half of my career, to
date, at WHSB and I know the School
well. As Headmaster, I shall continue to
expect nothing less than the highest
standards in all that we do and ensure
that we remain a community that cares
for the individual.
I believe education has the power to change
lives and that it must never be narrow.
It should share knowledge with young
people and encourage them to think.
At the same time, it should also give them
the confidence to become active and
compassionate lifelong learners.
While we must guard our traditions, we
must also build for our future. WHSB must
be a Grammar School for the 21st Century
and provide its pupils with a world class
education. In an increasingly globalized and

interdependent world, we must encourage
pupils to embrace new technologies and
be prepared for increasingly flexible and
changing educational and employment
opportunities. Across the coming academic
year, we shall be reviewing our curriculum
and our use of ICT. We shall also be
developing our role as an Academy within
the wider community and promoting the
principle of Service by providing increased
leadership and participation opportunities
for our pupils through involvement in a wide
range of activities such as the Combined
Cadet Force (CCF) and the Duke of
Edinburgh Award.
To be Headmaster of WHSB is both a
great privilege and a heavy responsibility.
It is a particular privilege for me because
of my longstanding association with
the School and a particularly heavy
responsibility because of the challenging
economic circumstances facing the nation,
at this time. As the new Headmaster, I ask
for the support of all members of the School
and its wider community to ensure that
WHSB continues to thrive and move
forward.
Mr M A Skelly

Public Examination Results Summer 2012
The School congratulates all our students on their successes in the public
examinations this year. At A2 Level, 17% of subject entries were graded A*
(an increase of 7% on last year) and 76.8% of subject entries were graded A*,
A or B compared to 78% in 2011. Results in English Literature, Geology, History,
Mathematics and Physical Education were outstanding and particular congratulations
go to Ali Abdaal who achieved 5 A* grades. At AS Level, 67% of subject entries
were graded A or B which is an increase of 2.6% on last year’s results.
The majority of students possess a sound
foundation for A2 Level studies. At GCSE,
the A*/A% increased from 67% to 72%,
and a pleasing 11% increase in the number
of entries graded A* meant that just over
40% of entries were graded A*. We hope
that the achievements of so many students
this year will encourage those taking
public examinations in 2013 to set their
sights high.
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ANNUAL
SPEECH DAY
The School’s Annual Speech Day will
take place on Wednesday 7 November
in the School Hall. The Guest of
Honour this year will be Mr Maajid
Nawaz who is the co-founder and
Executive Director of The Quilliam
Foundation, the world's first counterextremism think tank. He is also the
co-founder of Khudi a counter-extremism
social movement working towards the
promotion of social democratic change
in Pakistan.

Mr Nawaz is an Old Westcliffian who
holds a B.A. (Hons) from London
University's School of Oriental and
African Studies and a M.Sc. in Political
Theory from the London School of
Economics. In his youth he fell under
the influence of an extremist Islamist
organization which he subsequently
rejected and he now works to challenge
the extremist narrative. He writes
regularly for UK and international
newspapers and speaks at a variety
of forums worldwide. In 2008 he
addressed the US Senate Homeland
Security and Government and Affairs
Committee on the subject of Islamist
extremism and in 2009 he attended the
Doha Debates to discuss the threat of
extremism Islamist organizations to the
West. He has been a presenter and
contributor on BBC radio and television
including programmes such as Lent
Talks, Newsnight, Nihal, Night Waves,
Start the Week and Any Questions.
In July 2012 his autobiography 'Radical',
which traces his path from extremism
to liberal democracy, was published.
Speech Day provides the School with
an opportunity to celebrate the
achievements of pupils during the
past academic year. The evening is a
compulsory attendance for all pupils in
Year 11 and above and others wishing
to attend may do so using the Diary
reply slip. It is anticipated that we shall
have over 900 students, staff and
guests in attendance.

Staff Changes for the Autumn Term
We begin the new academic year
with a number of changes in staffing.
The retirement of Mr Andrew Baker as
Headmaster after twenty-two years of
remarkable service has occasioned
significant changes within the School’s
Leadership and Management structure
which are covered elsewhere within
the Diary.

School in order to be closer to London.
We also say farewell to Mr AbercrombieSmith, an Old Westcliffian, who having
completed his teacher training with the
School, now takes a position at Thorpe
Hall School. We are pleased to welcome
Mr Balcombe who will take over the
leadership of the ICT & Computing
Department.

Mrs De Wet, who has made a notable
contribution to the work of the Art
Department, moves on to the position
of Head of Art at Brentwood Ursuline
Convent High School and she will be
replaced, by Ms Smith (until October).
Mr Smith will provide leadership to the
Art Department prior to the arrival of
the new Head of Art.

The School also says goodbye to a
number of colleagues who have given
valued service to the Science Department.
Mr Calladine moves to another Grammar
school in Kent in order to be closer to
his family and Dr Sheikh moves to a
new School in Birmingham for similar
reasons. We welcome to the Science
Department, Mr Richardson to teach
Physics and Mr Potter and Mr Hill, an
Old Westcliffian, to teach Biology and
Chemistry.

Mr McGregor, who has led the French
Department for a year, has decided to
return to teaching abroad and he will
be replaced by Mr O’Donoghue, with
Mr Broomhead taking over leadership
of the Department. We give our best
wishes to Mrs Hassall who has decided
to take a break from teaching to pursue
academic interests and her departure
sees Ms Bellinghausen joining the staff
to teach German. Mrs Moss has also
left the School and she will be replaced
by Ms Fasquel, who joins the French
Department.
During her time as Head of ICT &
Computing, Ms Hook oversaw an
improvement in the subject’s fortunes
at the School and she now takes a
position at North London Collegiate

Mr Bishop, an Old Westcliffian who has
made a splendid contribution to the
teaching of Mathematics at the School
has decided to retire and Mr Miskelly
joins the Mathematics Department.
From September, the Head of Mathematics,
Mrs Marsh, will be taking maternity
leave and we wish her well. During her
absence, Mr Dowding will take over
the leadership of the Mathematics
Department.
Mr Doherty, an Old Westcliffian, has
decided to pursue teaching opportunities
abroad and he is replaced by Mr
Wright who joins us to teach English.
Mrs Beuvink has moved to a fresh

challenge at Shoeburyness High
School and we welcome back a former
member of staff, Mrs Robinson as her
replacement. After many years of
outstanding service, Mr Maughan has
decided to step down from the position
of Head of Lower School and this
position has been filled by Mr Cass,
yet another Old Westcliffian, who has
given dynamic leadership to Year 7
during the last two years. Fortunately,
Mr Maughan will remain on the staff
and continue to teach History. We are
pleased to welcome Mr Groves to the
Physical Education Department and
Mr Fleet to the Economics Department.
Both departments have enviable
records of success and both members
of staff will have much to contribute.
The School also says goodbye to two
successful members of the support
staff, Mr Koutas and Mr Merritt. Both
are Old Westcliffians who have given
exceptional service. Mr Koutas leaves
to pursue interests within the field of
pastoral work with young people and
Mr Merritt intends to read Economics
at the University of Birmingham.
We welcome to the support staff Mr
Moore, a former Deputy Head Boy.
He will be joined by Mr Diggle, the new
ICT Technician, and Mrs Sibley who
will share main School Reception
position with Mrs Jarvis. In addition,
Mrs Tyson moves to become the
Lower School Pastoral Tutor.
Mr M A Skelly

Changes to the Leadership and Management Structure
Since his appointment as Headmaster, Mr Skelly has instigated a number of changes to the
leadership and management structure of the School for September. The Governors and Mr
Skelly were delighted to appoint Dr Oliver as the School’s new Deputy Headmaster. Dr Oliver
has given sixteen years outstanding service to the School in a number of senior roles and he
will now take over responsibility for the leadership of the School’s Curriculum. He will also be
the Designated Person for Safeguarding matters. Mr Wilkinson will continue to give leadership
to the Sixth Form and provide support to Dr Oliver with the development of the Sixth Form
Curriculum. Mr Williams will assume responsibility for Pastoral care in the Lower School and
provide support for the new Head of Lower School, Mr Cass. Mr Williams will also assume
wider responsibilities for individual needs and external links.
Mr Ford will take responsibility for Middle School Pastoral care and he will work in support of Head of Lower School, Mr A Cass
Mr Farrell, the Head of Middle School. Mr Ford will also have wider responsibilities relating to the quality of teaching and
staff professional development.
The new Leadership and Management structure has allowed the School to offer development opportunities to a number
of staff. Dr Robertson, Mr Halsall and Mr Bleakley will all take on significant additional responsibilities for implementing
the School’s Development Plans. The School’s Leadership Team remain committed to ensuring that WHSB continues
to improve and provide an outstanding education for all of its pupils.
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The
Headmaster’s
Retirement

The achievements of the retiring
Headmaster, Mr Andrew Baker, over
the last twenty-two years are worthy of
an entire edition of the Westcliff Diary.
Indeed, the Diary itself was first
instituted, authored and developed by
Mr Baker. However, Mr Baker would
baulk at the thought of such profligacy
on the part of the School and therefore
we are confined to a few short
paragraphs.

The School marked Mr Baker’s
retirement with a formal dinner on
Friday 13 July. This was a splendid
affair which was attended by over two
hundred guests. The guest list included
many local dignitaries, former students
and staff and a number of serving
Headmasters who had previously
served as Mr Baker’s Deputies. The
School was particularly delighted to
welcome back Dr Peter Clarke, who
served as Headmaster of the School
from 1970 to 1989. The evening
culminated in thoughtful and entertaining
speeches from the Chairman of
Governors, Mr Ian Croxford QC, Dr Alan
White, former Deputy Headmaster
(2005 – 2007) and a reply from
Mr Baker.
The retiring Headmaster provided
the audience with a superbly crafted
speech which offered his reflections
on his leadership of an outstanding
Grammar School across the last
twenty-two years. Ever humble,
much of the speech reflected on the
contributions of people other than
himself to the School’s success.

School
Attendance

Annual Service
of Remembrance

Those familiar with the School will know
the value we place on the continuity of
education. In recent years the School
has managed to keep its doors open
in the face of inclement weather, burst
water pipes and Industrial Action.
In general, the School community takes
pride in this achievement and the vast
majority of pupils maintain exemplary
attendance records.

The Annual Service of Remembrance
for the whole School will take place on
Friday 9 November at 8.50 am. The
Service will run to approximately 9.40
am and will include hymns, readings,
prayers and music to remember the
fallen. The Head Boy, Manu
Shrivastava, will lay a wreath in
memory of those from the School who
gave their lives in the both World Wars
and other conflicts. Parents are warmly
invited to join us for the occasion and
coffee in the Conference Room after
the Service. Seating should be reserved
in advance using the Diary reply slip.

However, the School is concerned by
the growing number of parental requests
for permission to remove their sons or
daughters from School during term time
in order to take a vacation. The Academic
Year contains thirteen weeks holidays
and this should provide ample time in
which to organize a holiday. The School
understands that there will always be
an exceptional case to the general rule,
however it wishes to advise parents that
requests for leave of absence for holidays
will not be granted. Pupils have only
one education and it matters that they
are in attendance to receive it. The
School is grateful for the continuing
support of so many parents regarding
the matter of attendance.

Helping Parents
to Help Their Sons
Parents have welcomed a number of
recent initiatives designed to enable
them to understand better how pupils
may be helped in their studies and the
potential barriers to success that might
be faced. Our next evening, directed
towards Year 7 parents, will comprise a
series of short presentations covering
English, Mathematics, Science, the
Humanities and Modern Languages
in addition to an introductory address
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The Headmaster thanked all those
present and informed them that he
would continue to give service in the
field of education as a consultant and
that he looked forward to having more
time to both read widely and return
to writing. The School wishes the
Headmaster and his wife, Lynda, a long,
prosperous and enjoyable retirement.
Mr M A Skelly

from Mr Cass, the Head of Lower School.
We hope this evening will enable parents to
better understand the subject knowledge
and skills essential for pupils to progress
in these subject areas. The second
evening will be offered to parents of
Year 8 and 9 students. We hope that
parents will be able to support us on
these evenings and help foster further
collaboration between home and
School.

Annual Festival
of Lessons and
Carols
The School’s traditional service of
Carols and Nine Lessons telling the
Christmas story will take place at the
beginning of the final week of term.
The readers will be drawn from across
the School’s community and the carols
will be performed by the School Choir.
The congregation will be invited to
contribute through the singing of
well-known Christmas hymns. After the
Service, those in attendance are invited
to partake of mince pies and coffee in
the Humanities Forum. Parents are
warmly invited to join us and seating
should be reserved in advance using
the Diary reply slip.

Year 10
Education Evening

The Westcliff Centre
for Gifted Children:
Autumn Programme
The Westcliff Centre for Gifted Children was established
to challenge disadvantage and to encourage those who
may, in the past, have overlooked the possibility of
Grammar School education, to give consideration to it.
It also exists to provide additional encouragement and
much needed motivation for those Year 5 pupils who
are already contemplating applying to one of the four
Grammar Schools but would like a taste of the
opportunities to come. This term, the WCGC will offer
a free two-part programme for Year 5 pupils (boys and
girls) living in the Borough of Southend who are
considering applying for a Grammar School education.
The programme will commence on Saturday 13 October
2012 with a four-hour day of fun activities designed to
challenge and engage gifted pupils. This will include
some formal 11+ activity alongside other stimulating
activities which will develop the aptitudes tested in the
11+ examinations. The one hour follow-up sessions will
take place on Thursday 18 and 25 October, 8, 15 and
22 November. Thus far, the response from pupils and
parents has been overwhelmingly positive and the
inclusion of the new WCGC Physical Education
Programme in July was equally popular.
Mr A Cass, Head of Lower School

On Tuesday 25 September, we shall hold an Education
Evening for all Year 10 pupils and their parents.
Our purpose will be to provide information, advice and
guidance on how GCSE study might best be negotiated.
Essentially, we feel that pupils embarking on GCSE
courses are more likely to be happy and confident and
maximise their potential if they are supported by their
parents. Parents, in turn, can only be fully supportive if
they appreciate the nature of the examination content and
Controlled Assessment that their sons will undertake in
Years 10 and 11. These, and wider considerations bearing
upon GCSE success, will be discussed during the evening.
We expect a full attendance of pupils and parents alike to
launch this new and important phase in the Middle School.

Oxbridge
Entrance
In June of this year, the School hosted a highly successful
Conference for potential Oxbridge Candidates. It was attended
by five academics from Oxford and Cambridge Universities, four
current undergraduate Old Westcliffians and 119 students from
across local Grammar and partner Schools. The information
and advice so freely given on this occasion significantly enhanced
the chances of individuals from Westcliff making successful
applications to the country’s most prestigious Universities.
Indeed, this academic year the School has enjoyed conspicuous
success in securing places for students at the Oxbridge colleges.
Our congratulations go to Ali Abdaal (Emmanuel, Medicine),
Suhaib Aslam (Magdalene, Law), Nicholas Peer (Robinson,
Philosophy), Alistair Smith (Sidney Sussex, Economics) and
Eamon Wan (Emmanuel, Engineering), who join an illustrious
list of students to graduate from Westcliff to Cambridge.
Oxford has traditionally been a harder target for Westcliff to hit,
so we are especially pleased that Suhail Aslam (Exeter, Medicine),
Jared Harding (Trinity, PPE) and Joe Phillips (St Catherine’s,
EEM) have been successful in their applications.

small groups of students from the Boys' and Girls’ Schools and
a professional advisor. The emphasis is on application of
knowledge drawn from across Advanced Level disciplines
where appropriate, or ethical considerations and critical thinking.
For the Law Conference, we have a group of barristers, solicitors,
lawyers and law students ready to discuss legal issues and
case studies with our students. The Medical mini-Conference
will feature the new 'MMI' process used by a growing number of
Medical Schools with 'multiple mini-interviews' incorporating a
role-play scenario, ethical questions and problem-solving tasks.
A second Medicine mini-Conference in October will include a
trial interview with an experienced medical practitioner for our
top candidates.
Mr R Stevens
Oxbridge Coordinator

On Wednesday 12 and 19 September respectively, we are planning
mini-Conferences for prospective Medicine and Law candidates.
Building on successful models across the last few years, we
focus on problem-solving tasks and case studies involving
4

Trips and Visits
GERMAN EXCHANGE PROGRAMME 2012-13
Once again, there has been a gratifying and unprecedented demand for places on the School's Exchange programme with
our partner school in Germany, the Annette-von-Droste-Hülshoff-Gymnasium, Münster. Some in Year 8 have missed out but
will be given an opportunity as they progress through the School. We welcome the main party in September and they will
spend a day in School with their partners and undertake a programme of visits to places of interest. In addition to the main
party, a number of Sixth Formers will arrive in January, stay with hosts in our Sixth Form, and undertake work experience.
Our return visit will take place in April of 2013. There is the compulsory meeting for all participants in Years 9-11 and parents
on Wednesday 12 September 2012 at 7.30pm in the Westcliff Theatre.

Dr T Francis
Head of Modern Languages

TRIP TO THE LONDON BUDDHIST CENTRE
On Saturday 13 October, Miss Braiden and Mr Halsall will take a group of our most able Year 9
students to the London Buddhist Centre in Bethnal Green where they will learn how Buddhist
teaching is lived out in an urban and diverse community. The London Buddhist Centre exists
to promote Buddhist philosophy and ethics although, it must be added, there is no intention to
persuade anyone to join them. There will be a preparatory seminar prior to the visit with some
extension work arising from it. This is the second visit to a Buddhist Vihara and we look forward
to stretching and challenging our students.

Mr M Halsall
Head of Religious Education

PARIS TRIP: 1-4 JUNE 2012
Forty-two pupils from Years 8 and 9 participated in an enormously successful trip to Paris over the Jubilee weekend.
The party visited some of the most popular tourist attractions, such as the Arc de Triomphe and the Louvre, but there
were some new visits on the agenda including the Sewers Museum which is actually located in the sewers themselves.
There the pupils learnt all about the development of Paris’ sewage system and they were fascinated to find out that the
most unusual item ever found in the sewers was a live baby crocodile! Pupils also visited the Père Lachaise cemetery for
the first time where they visited the graves of Oscar Wilde, Chopin and Jim Morrison. The pupils were a credit to the School
and another visit will be planned for 2014.
Mrs J Williams
Senior Teacher: Staff Tutor
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Enrichment Opportunities in the Sixth
A significant increase in the size of our Sixth has necessitated an expansion in our Wednesday Afternoon Enrichment
Programme – an initiative designed to enhance studentsʼ personal skills, expand their horizons and provide a service
to the local community. What initially began as a small number of students visiting local Primary Schools to assist with
literacy schemes has grown almost exponentially. The programme now places over one hundred students in almost
thirty Primary Schools within the Borough and beyond and our provision now stretches to numeracy, modern foreign
languages and the sciences. There has also been a significant extension of in-house opportunities.
The testimonials from our most exceptional contributors speak to

The Insider
The School’s newspaper, The Insider, is unlike many of the traditional
School publications in that it is entirely student-led. It is written and edited
by two students in the Lower Sixth, who are selected by the former
editing duo after a rigorous application process. This year’s current
editing duo is Daniel Pryor and myself. The Insider has been designed
to appeal to all members of the School, and has an enormous content
range: from game and music reviews to interviews with teachers, and
from expressing students’ views to its very own Agony Aunt column.

what is fast becoming the Sixth Form flagship.
Primary School Placements
Westcliff Primary placements encompass literacy, numeracy, languages
and the sciences. Since September, I have visited Hadleigh Junior
School every week and worked closely with a Year 3 class studying
Mathematics. The purpose of my visit is either to work with students who
may be struggling or to stretch the most able. I have found this extremely
rewarding as over the nine months I have been able to witness the
progress they have made. I also liked the fact that each week was
different: sometimes the pupils were excitable, other times they were
irritated and bored. Either way, it made the afternoon a lot more
interesting. I find young people fascinating to work with as each pupil
has a completely different personality. There are also opportunities to
assist with extra-curricular activities. In some cases, primary school
children make the journey to Westcliff on Wednesday afternoons,
where Sixth Formers put on exhibitions in Science and the Humanities.
This year, the Geography Department has run an exhibition on Water,
and in recent years the Science department has run a Man on the Moon
exhibition. It is the Wednesday afternoon experience which has cemented
my decision to apply for a degree course in Primary Education.
The experience from my placement will give me an added advantage
over other candidates.
Emma-Jayne Kelsey

The joy of writing The Insider is that the editing duo gets to write about
whatever interests them, before publishing it for hundreds of the School
community to read. But it isn’t just the two editors who write everything
that gets published in the newspaper; the whole School is encouraged
to submit their articles on whatever interests them. It is an excellent
developmental opportunity for both creative writers and budding
journalists alike.
Daniel Macduff
Young Enterprise
Young Enterprise is an opportunity not to be missed by any Year 12
looking to enhance their CV, personal statement or general business
experience. The scheme offers around fifteen places on a business
team which must successfully open, maintain and liquidate a company
over a year completing all the tasks a normal enterprise would expect to
face, from managing the day-to-day accounts to coming up with a new
and profitable product or service. Whether you're into Finance, IT or
want to try something new like Marketing, there are roles which will
give you experience in each of these fields.

AvroViking Centre
AvroViking is a Government-funded Centre which offers activities and
care for adults with disabilities in the Southend area. It is similar in
format to a school in that the adults attend only during the daytime, and
have a prescribed timetable which involves a diverse range of activities.
Some of the activities offered to those who attend include gardening,
cooking, arts and crafts, life skills and swimming. It is a lifeline to many
of its service users, in that it provides structure, a place to socialise, and
supervision and care for five days a week. The Centre itself is divided
into two. The Avro Centre cares for those with disabilities which, although
prohibitive, do not prevent communication and social interaction.
The Viking Centre is for individuals with more serious disabilities who
are usually restricted to specialised wheelchairs. This obviously means
that the kinds of activities available in Viking are very different from those
offered at Avro, and the people there are usually more reliant on our help.

Young Enterprise promises to improve your transferable skills more than
any other activity that is offered at Sixth Form level. Most importantly of
all, Young Enterprise gives young business people the confidence to go
out there and hit the business world head on. Most business tycoons
would agree that a lot of problems arise in the first year and that twelve
months running a company in School is the perfect opportunity to meet
and overcome these issues before going out into the big wide world.
Kerim Wiltshire
Drama
Westcliff is a School which takes pride in its forays into the acting world.
From Grease to Macbeth to Blackadder Goes Forth, the productions
have been both wide-ranging and highly successful.
There are two main paths into acting in the Sixth Form. Firstly, for those
who have not yet made a name for themselves on the stage or just
want to get involved, there is the saving grace of Wednesday Afternoon
Drama. This option is open to every member of the Sixth Form, whatever
their experience or talent, with the only requirements being an enthusiasm
to get up on the stage and an unwavering sense of dedication.

The project puts you in contact with individuals who do not have the same
opportunities and abilities that we often take for granted. The activity for
me was invaluable, giving me experience that I would otherwise miss
out on in the fast moving, academic Westcliff environment. In conclusion,
involvement in the AvroViking project is a very worthwhile activity which
enables you to put some time into helping members of society who are
less advantaged than yourself while also being immensely rewarding.
Harry Davies

But the opportunities don’t stop there. The second path is to get involved
in student or teacher-run productions. Last year, the School put on
stage an adaption of Alan Bennett’s The History Boys, in which I was
privileged to be involved. It was one of the biggest productions to have
hit the Westcliff stage, running for a record-breaking four nights and
with all but one being completely sold out. The opportunities to get
involved are becoming increasingly numerous and rewarding.
Jack Abbott

Admiral Court Care Home
Admiral Court is a Care Home recently opened on Manchester Drive
for the elderly who have been diagnosed with dementia. A group of five
students in the current Lower Sixth have been visiting the Care Home
as part of the Enrichment programme. The students involved assist the
staff in caring for the residents, and running activities for the members
of the home. It is hoped that this newly established relationship with our
closest neighbours will lead to an increasing numbers of students offering
Harry Davies
their help in the years to come.
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DofE and CCF
come to WHSB

Senior Mathematics Challenge
With the start of a new academic year comes the opportunity
to showcase the best of our Mathematicians who will participate
in the UKMT Senior Mathematics Challenge on Tuesday 6
November 2012. This Challenge is given to the Upper Sixth
and those studying Further Mathematics in the Lower Sixth
and consists of twenty five multiple-choice questions that
test each student’s problem-solving skills. The best students
will qualify for subsequent rounds. Last year, we had three
students who managed to gain a Gold certificate: William
Hanson, Matthew Humberstone and George Day.

Pupils at this School have long
expressed an interest in the
Duke of Edinburgh Award
Scheme (DofE) and this
September a group of thirty
Year 10 pupils, led by Mr Despres
will have the opportunity to start
their Bronze Award. The Award
consists of four sections: Skills,
Volunteering, Physical and an
Expedition. The last section will
take place in the Summer Term
and consists of a two-day
practice journey based around
Danbury and an assessment
around Skreens Park.
The other sections will be completed in the time leading up
to this. As a result, the cohort starting this year will have
finished Bronze ready to start their Silver Award in Year 11.

Alongside the Senior Mathematics Challenge, we will also
enter the Senior Team Mathematics Challenge which will
take place in the middle of November. This event is open to
two Upper Sixth and two Lower Sixth students, who will be
invited to Billericay School to face teams from all over the
county. They will face a series of three gruelling tasks which
will test both individual ability and teamwork. Last year,
Westcliff managed a respectable fifth place out of seventeen
teams. This year we are going for a podium position.
Students will get a chance to apply for the team at the start
of the year when competitive heats will be held over a series
of lunchtimes.
Mr M Dowding
Acting Head of Mathematics

A parallel development will see, for the first time in over sixty
years, a Combined Cadet Force (CCF)
parading at the School. Under the
command of Mr Bleakley, himself
a former cadet and a Cadet
Forces Adult Volunteer, the
Westcliff Section of the
Brentwood CCF will begin
recruiting cadets for an Army
Section from the Middle School
in early September. We hope that
the cadets recruited in this first round
will be able to take upon themselves ranks
as cadet Non-Commissioned Officers (NCOs) and take on
responsibilities for training, commanding and organising
future recruits as we expand in future years. We are excited
by this opportunity to return a Cadet Force to the School
and look forward to both the outstanding opportunities it will
provide to our pupils and staff, and its expansion to become
part of the culture of the School in the years to come.

Enterprising Success at Wescliff

At the beginning of the last academic year a group of Year
12 students came together to establish a Young Enterprise
Company entitled Sigma Enterprises. The students sold
shares to family, friends and staff to raise start-up capital,
organised a number of fundraising activities in School and
attended Trade Fayres to enable them to develop their main
product idea – an iPhone case with storage compartment.
However, due to unforeseen costs, the young entrepreneurs
had to replace this initial idea with a jewellery range which
they deisgned, manufactured and marketed themselves,
branded as ‘The Essexories’ label. An award for ‘Best
Customer Service’ followed and, with it, a place in the area
final where they won ‘Best Overall Company’ thus securing
their slot in the regional finals. After a hard day of tough
interviews and presentations to judges and local dignitaries,
Sigma was awarded the prize for ‘Most Enterprising
Company’. This has been a most successful year for the
students who have not only enjoyed their experience but
have developed a wide range of valuable skills; we look
forward to a new crop of potential Alan Sugars next year.

We believe that through the Cadet Forces, pupils can be
given an extremely wide and varied opportunities which are
simply not available in the same way in any other organisation.
In addition, the prism of military discipline, command
structures and training provides unparalleled opportunities
for leadership, communication, organisation, personal
responsibility, resilience and initiative which we are confident
will be an invaluable addition to the personal development
of those who choose to become involved.
We would like to thank the Governors, Headmaster and
Contingent Commander of Brentwood School who have
agreed to support us as we establish a Cadet Force
at WHSB.
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8C Dry Triathlon:
Raising Money for
Havens Hospice

However, some students really pushed themselves during
the forty minutes available. For example, Antonio Valente
completed a 5km row, Harry Dare ran 2km and Kieran Short
cycled 12km in addition to the set distance of 1km in each of
the other two disciplines. The Form’s initial target was £750
for this event. However, we have already raised £960 with
another £250 expected which takes the final total to over
£1,200. Particular congratulations should go to Glen Boom
and Henry Braithwaite who raised impressive individual
amounts. 8C would like to thank all members of staff and
pupils from other Forms for their generous donations and
support for our event.
Miss R Ryan (Form Tutor – 8C)

On Wednesday 27 and Thursday 28 June, 8C took over the
School’s Fitness Suite to complete a dry-triathlon in aid of
Havens Hospices. Pupils completed a minimum 1km cycle,
run and row.

Year 7 – Your School – Your Business
On Wednesday 12 September, Year 7 pupils will be participating in a one-day Enterprise programme which is designed
to assist the transition from Primary to Secondary School. During the course of the day, pupils will learn about the
School as a business, the variety of work undertaken and how this impacts on the School’s primary objective which is to
deliver high quality education to its pupils. Pupils will be engaged in a range of problem-solving activities through which
they will be encouraged to develop self-confidence, social skills and enterprise capability. The day will enable pupils to
build a foundation for positive future relationships with members of the wider School community and to understand their
personal responsibility towards their School and their learning.

Further Arkwright Scholarships
Over a number of years now, we have had conspicuous successes in the field of Design and Technology. Following on
from past accomplishments in this field, we are pleased to announce that William Coe and Andrew Cooper (both Year
12) are to be awarded Arkwright Engineering Scholarships commencing in September 2012. The Scholarships will be
formally presented at a ceremony hosted by the Institute of Engineering and Technology. The boys underwent a rigorous
selection process comprising of a written application, aptitude test, and a formal interview. A total of 1103 students
applied and 496 reached the interview stage and of these, three hundred students are to be awarded Scholarships.
William and Andrew will receive a variety of enrichment opportunities and £300 per annum to assist their technical
studies and wider engineering or design-related areas. We congratulate them on their outstanding achievement.
Mr N Senior
Head of Design and Technology

Maths Inspiration
Mathematics is often viewed as an abstract subject and students sometimes have difficulty in seeing its practical
application. Maths Inspiration is an initiative to help pupils think about the confines of the classroom and engage with
the subject in a more thought-provoking manner. On Thursday 22 November, we will be taking a group of our most able
mathematicians to hear a series of lectures on a range of diverse topics such as From Google to Gaming and Maths
in the Simpsons. This visit is open to all those currently in the Sixth Form, as well as those in Year 11 wishing to study
Mathematics at Advanced Level.
Mr M Dowding
Acting Head of Mathematics
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Theatre, Literature
and Poetry
Richard III at The Globe Theatre
The English Department has organised an evening visit for Years 10 to 13 to
see Richard III at the Globe Theatre in London on Friday 28 September.
Shakespeare’s play from 1591 deals with Richard, Duke of Gloucester’s ruthless
pursuit of power, which notoriously includes arranging the killing of the Princes
in the Tower. The villain Richard, which is one of the great Shakespearean
roles, will be played by the award-winning actor, Mark Rylance. This should be
a performance to remember. The Globe Theatre is a reconstruction of the
original playhouse of 1599 and this production of Richard III will employ
Renaissance costume and staging, so we can look forward to a highly
authentic experience. We stand for the performance as ‘groundlings in the
yard’, which will give us the best view. No one with even a passing interest in
the theatre should miss this opportunity. The cost of a ticket is £14.50
inclusive of travel.

Visiting Theatre Company
perform Hamlet

Century audience. For the very first time our Main Hall will
be transformed into a traditional theatre-in-the-round with
actors and audience plunged together for two brutal and
bloody evening performances. Tickets may be reserved at
£6 for adults and £3 for pupils. This will not be for the faint
of heart - are you brave enough for Shakespeare?

On Tuesday 4 December at 4.00pm, Sixth Form English
students will have the opportunity to work with visiting
actors who will perform Hamlet and then provide students
with a drama workshop on the play. Hamlet is a play about
the morality of revenge as the eponymous Prince decides
how to respond to the extraordinary appearance of his
father’s ghost. Students engage best with the work of
Shakespeare practically by seeing the play in performance
and acting themselves. Advanced Level English students
should gain immensely from this stimulating exploration of
one of their set texts.

In Search of Arthur Miller
On Tuesday 6 November, Mr Allan-Smith and a selection of
students will be giving an evening presentation on Arthur
Miller, one of the most influential literary, cultural and
intellectual voices of recent times. From his personal
experience, Miller wrote impassioned essays on censorship
and the death penalty, on the communist ‘witch-hunts’ of the
1950s and on the dire effects of the Great Depression on
the lives of a whole generation of Americans. Pupils from
the Middle School will offer their own reflections on his
writing. In addition
to essays, Miller
also wrote some of
the most powerful
dramatic
masterpieces of our
times and in the
second half of the
evening, scenes
from one of these,
A View from the
Bridge (which is a
study text for GCSE
pupils), will be
performed.
An entertaining
and enlightening
evening is in
prospect and all are
welcome to attend.

School Play - Macbeth

On Wednesday 12 and Thursday 13 December, Mr Cass
and Mr Cerny will co-present for the Westcliff stage William
Shakespeare’s Macbeth. A Scottish historical legend of the
11th Century emboldened by the civil unrest, the summer
plague, anxiety, conspiracy and treason of 17th Century
England, Macbeth is an apposite tale of ambition, loyalty
and manipulation that speaks powerfully to a modern 21st
10

SCHOOLS’
CHALLENGE QUIZ

PIP
The Poetry Club, recently revamped under its new
name, the PIP club (Poetry in Performance) aims to
encourage students from the School to recite off by
heart famous poems and verse of their own creation
in settings involving art, music, drama and dance.
As well as individual presentations, properly choreographed
group recitations of famous ballads, sonnets and
soliloquies will, it is hoped, engender a passion for
poetry among students in the School which they can
carry with them as a happy memory of school life into
their adult years. Mr Allan-Smith is keen to generate
enthusiasm for this Club from the whole range of age
groups and he will, with the students, create a
permanent bank of playlists and annotated scores
to accompany each performance.
The Club will meet in the Humanities Forum every
Thursday throughout the year at 1.00pm.
All are welcome.

The School will be entering the Schools’ Challenge Quiz for
the tenth successive year. The competition uses a University
Challenge format and a team drawn from Year 10 and the
Sixth will compete. Last year we had our best ever run,
reaching the Regional Finals where we were pipped to the
post by a strong team from Westminster School.

MOCK TRIAL
For the third time in recent years, we have entered the
Citizen Foundation-sponsored Bar Association’s Mock Trial
Competition. We receive valuable assistance from practising
barristers, including our very own Chairman of Governors,
Mr Ian Croxford QC, and we hope to continue to build upon
the keen interest shown by many pupils in the law, both as
a career and an academic discipline.

THE RETURN OF
ANDREW
ROBERTSHAW

Visit to the National Theatre:
The Curious Incident of the
Dog in the Night-Time

Our ever-popular military historian, Mr Andrew Robertshaw,
will be speaking to Year 9 on Thursday 6 December about
some of the myths of the First World War and inviting them
to see and try on some uniforms and handle military
equipment from the time. Later that same evening, he will
deliver a talk entitled Ally Sloperʼs Cavalry: The Royal Army
Service Corps in the First World War. He will address the
topic of the British Army’s logistical services in the Great
War, demonstrating how the war was only made possible by
an extensive array of support services from Army Mobile
Bathhouses to Field Bakeries and Veterinary Hospitals.
This will be Mr Robertshaw’s eighth visit under the auspices
of our Humanities College and he is always worth
listening to.

In 2003, Mark Haddon’s novel The Curious Incident of
the Dog in the Night-Time was released to critical acclaim.
Hailed as one of the most original and exciting works of
fiction of the last decade, it is written from the perspective
of Christopher, a boy with Asperger’s Syndrome.
It tells of Christopher’s discovery of his neighbour’s
dead dog and his extraordinary investigation into this
crime. The English Department has organised an evening
visit to the National Theatre to view an adaptation of
Haddon’s novel for the stage. Pupils in Year 10 studied
the novel last year and it is hoped that many will join
this trip on Tuesday 11 September.
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YEAR 8 ENGLISH CIVIL WAR DAY

students across Years 12 and 13 and last year’s winning
entries, which addressed the question of What Caused the
Riots? will be published in the next edition of our School
journal, TABULA.
This year, we are turning our attention beyond the streets
upwards and outwards to the universe. The question Why
Explore Space? will be taken up and students will be able
to develop their thoughts across 2,000 words to cover the
economic, scientific, social and national concerns that make
these vast ventures into the unknown so much a part of our
lives, present and future. Those who feel that such journeys
are an equally vast waste of human resources can, of
course, have their say. A bumper crop of entries is eagerly
anticipated by Mr Allan-Smith, whose adjudication will be
final. He will announce the winners and award the handsome
cheques to the top three entries in a Main School Assembly
in early January 2013.

On Friday 16 November, Year 8 pupils will enjoy a day of
lectures and artefact handling relating to the English Civil
War delivered by the Past People re-enactment group. In
addition to putting on the armour and equipment of a 17th
Century soldier, pupils will learn pike drill and practise how
to fire an artillery piece. In addition, professional re-enactors
'in character' will question to explore what is was like to live
and fight in the Civil Wars and explore what motivated
participants in this extraordinary 'war without an enemy'.

MUSIC
AT WHSB
Chamber Recital
The Autumn Chamber Recital will present an attractively
varied programme of solo and ensemble pieces. Among our
many contributors, George Ablett and Harry Coday will perform
the Allegro in A Minor for Two Violins by Vivaldi and James
Cobley, a talented young trumpeter, will play the Prelude
from Charpentier’s Te Deum. This piece is well known to
us as the Eurovision Theme. There will be piano solos from
Alex Wood and Oliver Coe. Alex will play Debussy’s Rêverie
and Oliver The Swedish Dance by Max Bruch. Linus Leung,
one of our many talented clarinettists, will make his recital
debut with two of Finzi’s Bagatelles. The Year 10 Clarinet
Quintet who made a fine impression at the last recital will
return whilst Isabelle Dex, an Upper Sixth Music student,
will be singing some songs from Musical Theatre. We think
there will be something for everyone at this concert.
Please join us for this enjoyable evening of music.
Tickets are priced at £3 for adults and without charge
for Pupils.

A DAY IN TOY MAKING
Mr Senior’s popular Saturday Craft Days for the Lower
School continue in November. On this occasion, pupils will
develop their craft skills in the marking out, cutting and
finishing of wood. The day is open to all students in the

Westcliff Sinfonia Autumn Concert
Those of you who heard the Sinfonia’s Summer Concert will
be aware of what a disciplined and exciting ensemble they
are at the moment. The Autumn Concert this year will feature
an attractive programme of popular classics. The evening
will begin with Humperdinck’s luscious Overture to Hansel
& Gretel. William Knight will then be the soloist in Mozart’s
Clarinet Concerto. William is this year’s winner of the
Under-19 Award in the Essex Young Musician Competition.
He is an outstanding player and we can be assured of a
wonderful performance. In the second half of the concert,
the orchestra will play Benjamin Britten’s arrangement of
melodies by Rossini Matinées Musicales. This is a fine
showpiece for the orchestra, featuring all the different
instruments and orchestral timbres. If you have not been to
a Sinfonia concert before, we do strongly recommend that
you buy a ticket for this one. Tickets are priced at £4 for
adults and without charge for pupils.

Lower School and participants will have the opportunity to
build a scaled replica Model-T Ford. The essential materials
used are pine and mahogany and the length of the finished
vehicle will be 240mm. The charge of £37 for each pupil is
inclusive of materials which, barring catastrophes, ought to
afford a splendid model, finished and varnished for pupils to
take home. Early booking is advised.

SIXTH FORM ESSAY
COMPETITION: WHY EXPLORE
SPACE?
Preparatory research will be getting under way shortly for
those Sixth Form students who wish to take part in our
fourth prize-winning Essay Competition. This is open to all
12

The Long and Winding Road:
Celebrating half a century of
The Beatles
It is fifty years since the Fab Four exploded onto the cultural
scene in 1962 with their release of their debut single, Love
Me Do. While their first offering only peaked at Number 17
in the British charts, by this time they had already changed
their name twice, become regulars at Liverpool’s Cavern

Informal Lunchtime Concerts
The School rightly takes pride in the quality of its pupils’
musical performances and their instrumental abilities. This
Autumn Term will see the introduction of a series of informal
lunchtime concerts that will take place in the Humanities
Forum. These concerts will provide opportunities for our
less experienced musicians to perform in public to their
fellow pupils. Thanks to the generosity of the Parents'
Association, the Humanities Forum is now equipped with a
new piano. The acoustic is very favourable so it will be
good to make use of this encouraging performance space.
The first concert will take place on Friday 28 September.

Club, toured Hamburg and lost two members in Pete Best
and Stuart Sutcliffe. In the eight short years which followed,
they would lead what became known as the British invasion
of America, revolutionise the worldwide music industry
forever and serve as the blueprint for rock bands
everywhere. On Wednesday 19 December, Dr Robertson
celebrates the story of British popular culture’s most
successful exports. Josh Kelly, Harry Davies, Harry Mayson
and Dan Macduff reform as the WHSBeatles for the evening
to reinterpret songs chosen by staff. Tickets will be charged
at £3 for adults. There will be no charge for students.

CHRISTMAS WITH THE BIG BAND
The ever popular Christmas with the WHSB Big
Band will take place on Friday 14 December.
The Big Band will perform a variety of arrangements
of traditional Christmas tunes alongside a helping of
favourites from the Jazz repertoire. The event will
be presented and conducted by John Chapman
and an uplifting and entertaining evening is in
prospect.
As in previous years, guests are invited to bring
their own food and beverages of choice and sit
with their friends at tables in the Main Hall. Our
seating capacity is restricted to 360 and in order
to accommodate as many as possible, no family
may reserve more than six tickets.
Reservations may be made using the Diary
reply slip at a price of £8 for adults and £5
for pupils.
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SCHOOL SPORT &
Review of the Summer
Sporting Season:
Cricket and Athletics

stage where they were narrowly defeated by a strong New
Hall side. Year 9 fell at the quarter final stage to Coopers
Company & Coburn School.
In local competition, the Year 7 and 9 sides had particularly
impressive years. The Year 7 side were crowned Southend
Cup champions after defeating Shoeburyness High School
in the final and are well placed for league success.
The Year 9 side were crowned Southend League champions
after being undefeated in this division of the competition but
they will need to wait until September to play their Southend
Cup final after the original encounter with Southend High
School for Boys was cancelled midway through due to more
rain. The Year 8 and 10 sides have had rather mixed seasons
although the Year 8 side did reach the final of the Southend
Cup only to be defeated by local rivals, Southend High
School for Boys.
In terms of individual performances, it has been a very
successful season for many of our finest cricketers. William
Spires (Year 10) and Harry Slack (Year 9) have impressed
with the bat and produced excellent averages whilst Harry
has also demonstrated his prowess as a seamer. Benjamin
Prentice (Year 7) has also performed well with the ball and
looks to be one to watch for the future. All in all, we can
reflect on what has been a rather damp but impressive
cricket season and wish our teams well for the rescheduled
finals that will take place in September.

CRICKET RESULTS 2012
Year Group
Year 7
Year 8
Year 9
Year 10
1st XI
TOTAL

Won
9
7
8
6
3
33

Lost
2
4
1
4
0
11

Won %
82
64
89
60
100
75

BATTING & BOWLING AVERAGES 2012
Name

Year Group

Bowling average

Harry Slack
Benjamin Prentice
Jamie Lambert
David Vose
Shivam Patel
Faisal Rehman

Year 9
Year 7
Year 9
Year 7
Year 7
Year 10

4.07
7.09
7.4
7.8
9.5
11.16

Name

Year Group

Batting average

William Spires
Harry Slack
Prasham Patel
Ewan Smith
Giles Davies
Jay Aggarwal

Year 10
Year 9
Year 12
Year 9
Year 10
Year 8

48.2
40
36
28.5
21.14
19.5

(minimum of 5 wickets)

In Cricket, we have had our most successful, if rather rain
affected, season to date. In the Essex Cup competition, our
1st XI have produced some excellent performances and have
reached the final of the Under 17 age group competition
where they will face Campion School in September.
Unfortunately, our prestigious 1st XI fixture against Harrow
School was cancelled due to the seemingly never ending
spell of inclement weather that blighted so much of our
Summer season. In other Essex Cup competitions, the Year
7 side showed much promise progressing to the semi-final

(minimum of 50 runs)
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HOUSE ACTIVITIES
The House System:
Our Summer Programme

We can look back on another successful Athletics season.
In the National Track and Field Athletics Cup both our Junior
and Intermediate teams progressed to the East Anglia
Regional Finals. Our Junior team will be a little disappointed
with a finish of 6th place on the day. The Intermediate team
performed strongly across the day accruing a total of 482
points to win their Regional B Final. Unfortunately the team
were just thirteen points short of securing qualification to the
National Finals. We look forward to next year after some
very impressive performances from Year 7 and 9 pupils.

As House activity drew to a close for another term we can
look back with a sense of satisfaction to a year that has seen
new events introduced (of both a sporting and academic
nature), increased levels of participation across the School
and some hard fought and fierce contests.
This term has seen House Cricket, where after a high
standard of competition, Merlin were crowned eventual
winners, and House Drama where over one hundred Year 8
pupils staged adaptations of Shakespeare’s plays. After a
most enjoyable evening, the actors of Kestrel House were
awarded the top prize for their production of Macbeth.
The showpiece event of the House Calendar is always our
Annual Sportsday, a competition where legends are born
and reputations are left shattered on the track. This year,
Osprey ran out eventual winners although there was little
between teams in terms of points.

On Friday 25 May the Year 7 and Year 9 Athletics Teams
competed in the Lee Valley Cup. The Year 7 team (pictured
below) finished extremely strongly and ended with a blistering
relay in a time of 53.1 seconds, which broke the previous
School record by over two seconds. As a result, our side won
the prestigious Lee Valley Cup. Unfortunately for the Year 9
team they were just pipped at the finishing line by Bishop
Challoner School to finish in a very impressive 2nd place
out of twenty five schools who entered this competition.
The School also had a number of pupils represent the
Southend Borough in the Essex Schools’ Championships
on Saturday 16 June. The most impressive performance
came from one of our youngest pupils, Sean Selvester,
who placed 2nd in the 200m and who has subsequently been
selected to represent Essex. Sean has already broken
the School 200m record in a time of 26.24 seconds and
equalled the high jump record of 1.45m – our congratulations
go out to him in his first year at the School.
We look forward to the commencement of the Winter Season
and a full programme of Football and Rugby fixtures. We wish
our teams well for the forthcoming season.

At the end of the year, we are pleased to announce that last
year’s House Champions and winners of the coveted Phoenix
Cup are Kestrel House.
HARRIER
Academic
Points
Non-Academic
House Points
OVERALL

KESTREL MERLIN OSPREY

2620

2754

2676

2457

1537
4157

1964
4718

1529
4205

1600
4057

Mr A Barnett
Coordinator of House Activity
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School Calendar for the Autumn Term
FIRST HALF
Mon 3 Sept
Tues 4 Sept
Tues 11 Sept*
Wed 12 Sept*
Fri 14 Sept*
Mon 17 Sept*
Thurs 20 Sept
Sat 22 Sept
Sat 22 Sept
Sun 23 Sept
Tues 25 Sept*
Thurs 27 Sept
Fri 28 Sept*
Tues 9 Oct
Fri 12 Oct*
Sat 13 Oct*
Fri 19 Oct
Fri 26 Oct
Friday 26 Oct
29 Oct -2 Nov
Mon 5 Nov

Staff Development Day: School
Closed to Pupils
Autumn Term begins
The Curious Incident of the Dog in the
Night-Time at the National 5.00pm
German Exchange Meeting 7.30pm
OWA Annual Dinner 7.30pm
Year 7 Meet & Greet Evening & PA
AGM 6.30 - 8.00pm
Helping Parents to Help Their Sons
Year 7 - 4.00 - 6.00pm
Year 7 Visit to East Mersea
School Entrance Examination
9.00am -12.30pm
German Exchange partners arrive
Year 10 Education Evening 7.30pm
Helping Parents to Help Their Sons
Years 8 and 9 - 4.00 - 6.00pm
Richard III at the Globe Theatre 4.45pm
Year 12 Geology Visit to Folkestone
Chamber Recital 7.30pm
Year 9 Visit to Buddhist Centre, London
Issue of Reports for Year 11
Issue of Reports for Year 7, 12 and 13
WHSG PTA
Half Term: School Closed to Pupils
Staff Development Day:
School Closed to Pupils
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PARENTS’ ASSOCIATION EVENTS
On Monday 17 September, the Parents’ Association warmly invite you to a Meet-and-Greet evening for new Year 7 parents.
The evening provides an opportunity for you to meet others from the locality as well as parents of other pupils in your son's Form.
Following the informality of the first part of the evening, the Annual General Meeting will be held. Parents will be able to hear a
summary of our fundraising efforts over the previous year, a presentation of our accounts and vote in Committee post-holders
for the present academic year. This informal evening will run from 6.30pm until 8.00pm. There is no charge for this evening.
Saturday 1 December heralds the Parents’ Association Winter Ball, which is undoubtedly the highlight of our fundraising calendar.
The School Hall is transformed into a beautiful venue, where a sparkling reception is followed by a professionally catered
four-course waitress-service dinner and live music. A professional photographer will also be on hand to capture the moment.
We have decided to hold our ticket prices for the fifth year running, and so you can join us for just £37.50 per ticket. Seating is in
tables of 8-10; at time of booking, parents are asked to clearly indicate if they wish to be seated with friends and if they require
the vegetarian option. We look forward to welcoming you to this black tie occasion - an event not to be missed!
Mrs M Snell, Chair of the Parents’ Association

OLD WESTCLIFFIANS' ASSOCIATION
At the AGM in July we bade farewell to our Chairman of over twenty two years, Andrew Baker. The Old Westcliffians’ Association
would wish to thank him for his unfailing support over that time. Our new Chairman is Michael Skelly with whom we look forward
to a long and happy relationship. Our Secretary, Elliot Ward, also stepped down for personal reasons. We thank him for his efforts
over the last year and hope that he may return to the Committee when time allows. Our Annual Dinner this year will be at Azzurro
Restaurant, Westcliff on Friday 14 September. Our speaker will be Old Westcliffian, Councillor Ric Morgan.
Further details about this or joining the Association may be obtained by emailing the Secretary, Terry Birdseye, at
owa@ashphoenix.co.uk.
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